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Please read all instructions carefully and keep it for future reference.

General Warnings:

     Attention: To prevent possible injury by entanglement, remove this toy when the child starts 

trying to get up on its hands and knees in a crawling position.

     Danger! Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from babies and 

children, otherwise they may pose a choking hazard.

     The product must be installed and used under the supervision of an adult.

     Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

     Remove all Packaging, separate and count all parts and hardware before Installation.

     Please ensure that all parts are correctly installed, incorrect Installation can lead to a Danger.

     We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the area in which

they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product unnecessarily once assembled.

      Ensure a secure surface during construction, and place the product always on a flat, steady 

and stable surface.
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TO UNFOLD

1.Open the bag and take all the
parts out.

2.Unfasten the 3 velcro straps that
 are around the mattress.

3.Place the playpen in the vertical 
position and open the touch 
fasteners to remove the mattress.

4.Grasp the playpen  at the 
short sides and unfold the playpen.
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5.Draw upward the four side rails separately, starting with the short 

When completely lock in position you will hear a click sound. 

6. Make sure that all 4 sides of the playpen are correctly locked in 
position then push down the base pressing the centre.

WARNING! Don’t reverse the above steps. It won’t be possible 
to make the 4 rails locked in position if the centre of the base 
is down.
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7. Place the  mattress in the playpen with the padded side up. Insert 
the four velcro tabs through the slots in the base of the playpen.
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The Usage Of Second Layer

3.Then place the mattress inside the bassinet.

1.Install the Bassinet in the inside of the playpen with all the zippers 
and then stick on velcro.
NOTE! Ensure  zipper is completely attached all the way around 
before  each use.

2.support tubes into the sleeve provided on the bottom of bassinet
 and connect them together.

VELCRO

VELCRO
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changing table
Accessories

1.Take out all the accessories of 
changing table. Let the two long 
tubes through the changing 
table.

2. Let  the two short tubes 
through the changing table  as 
picture.

3. Connect the short tube 
and the long tube as 
picture.Repeat the same 
procedure for others  tube 
end.

4.Assemble 2pcs of support 
plastic onto the corresponding 
plastics.
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5. put the changing table to the 
top rails and make it correctly 
locked in position.

6 a.Attach two plastic clips to the 
standing tubes on either side.
b. Please make sure that the 
buckle is installed when the baby 
is lying on the changing table.

Attach the plastic clips to either side of the playpen as shown. 

Toy Bar Assembly

a
a

b
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TO FOLD

1. Remove all the accessories ,take the mattress out of the bassinet. Pull the 
band in the centre of the base upwards.Then push downward the side rails, do 
the same for four sides.

2. Draw together all four corners of the playpen. Then insert the second layer 
inside the playpen and place the other accessories.Fasten the  velcro straps 
that are around the mattress, and then place inside the travel bag.

WARNING! If the top rails do not release, ensure that the base 
is raised fully and lift the rails slightly before pressing the 
release button.
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CAUTION

WARNING
READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE AND KEEP 
THEM FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS MAY JEOPARDIZE THE SAFETY OF YOUR CHILD.
YOUR CHILD'S SAFETY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. CAUTION!
NEVER LEAVE THE CHILD UNAT TENDED: IT MAY BE DANGEROUS. 
PAY UTMOST CARE WHEN USING THE PRODUCT.

heat radiation such as electric or gas radiators etc. placed in the 
vicinity of bed.
• Never use the bed in case any of its parts is broken, torn or lacks;
use only components approved by the bed's manufacturer.
• Never leave inside the bed or close to it, things that may help the 
child to get out of the bed or causing the risk of strangulation, 
such as curtain or window blind cord etc.
• Do not use the cot without the base.

1. Long-term exposure to direct sunlight may cause fading of fabrics.
In such cases, any complaints will not be accepted.
2. The Company reserves itself the right to modify the bed structure
without the obligation to inform the customers about it.
3. Customers will be charged for any repairs necessary because of 
careless use.

Never leave your child unattended!
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1. The bed is ready to use only when the locking mechanisms 
are put in operation - always check before you put your child 
inside that the security elements are locked.
2. Leaving your child unattended check if there is no possibility 
to get out of bed, for instance through an open side part.
3. When you use other mattress than the original one, make 
sure that the gap between mattress and bed is smaller than 
30mm and that the mattress thickness leaves a space inside 
(measured from the upper surface of the mattress to the bed 
frame edge) at least 200 mm on the upper level.
4. We strongly recommend that all assembly fttings should 
always be tightened properly and that fttings should be 
checked regularly and retightened as necessary.
5. In order to prevent injuries stop using the bed if your child is 
able to climb and get out of the bed.
6. Maximum load of the bed is 15 kg.
7. The product is intended for one child only.
8. Periodically check technical condition of your product.

10. The base should always be used in the lowest position as 
soon as the baby is old enough to sit up. 
11. To use the lowest level of mattress, disassembly the second 
level with all supports.
12. Always remember to lock the wheels!

Information/Safety/Conditions
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Cleaning
1. All plastic parts may be cleaned using wet, soft cloth. Do 
not use any aggressive cleaning agents.
2. Metal parts shall only be cleaned using dry cloth.
3. Both the upholstery parts and the mattress may be cleaned 
using wet, soft cloth using mild washing agents. Do not use 
any aggres-sive cleaning agents. Do not whirl and tumble dry!

Dry the mattress completely before using or storing it.
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